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"Friends of the Palouse Ranger District"

To:

My name is Taras Ogychuk and I was born and I live in the Ukraine. I received my MBA from WSU and was employed by the University
of Idaho in the 1990’s to bring Ukrainian and Russian agricultural officials to the Northwest so they could observe how the former Soviet Union and
U.S. Government were so different. I began to see positive changes in attitude of government officials of Russia and Ukraine when I led them
around the Northwest U.S. to meet with the people, farmers, agricultural operations and companies.

I have received information from people in your area who I knew when I lived in Moscow about the Lochsa Land Exchange and have also seen your

website and various articles on the web. I wish to comment on what I have read that has been the method the U.S. Forest Service uses to take away
public lands as this appears very similar to how the former Soviet Union would have done it.

This letter is addressed to folks in Latah County and in Northern Idaho and Eastern Washington who are opposing the Lochsa land controversy of
the Forest Service attempting to take away your public lands where you hunt, fish and recreate. I hope you will pass this around to the people

opposing it and to the Forest Service officials who are promoting this very puzzling government action from someone who observed similar things
under the former Soviet Union but didn’t think I would see this in America.

In researching and receiving publications on the government take away of the people’s lands in the Northern Idaho area where I once lived, studied
and recreated, I would like to comment and compare this rather strange government action with the former Soviet Union of which Ukraine was a
part of for many years.

Frankly, I was surprised to see how the U.S. government seems to be following the former Soviet Union. I have read that not one federal senator or
representative supposedly representing the people who voted them into office from Idaho and Washington states that has volunteered to help the
people who have elected them. I must say, this is very much like the former Soviet Union when it controlled so many people but did not represent
them.
I received the attached poem from someone explaining the people’s thoughts in one page on the land controversy of a government agency giving
these lands to a private company. If you haven’t received this poem already, I would ask you to pass my letter and the poem around to the

supporters who oppose this government move and to the Forest Service officials who are responsible for attempting to take away the people’s

lands where they live, work and recreate without a vote by the people. I would like them to know that it is very similar to the way the former Soviet
Union would have handled this same situation before it broke up and I hope America is not going the same direction as this former despised
government system.
The American system is supposed to be of, by and for the people. I heard this many times over TV networks, especially during elections in your
country. I believed that America was great because of this system. It is puzzling to hear of this situation where a private individual in so much

trouble with the courts and the laws is proposed to be the new owner of so much public lands used by the people for many decades. Hopefully, the
government system in America isn’t going the same way that proved to be such a failure under the former Soviet Union and was so detested by the
people as it fell apart.
Sincerely,

Taras Ogychuk
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